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Članek obravnava razvoj praslovanskih novoakutiranih vokalov *o 
in *e, ki se v sodobnih slovanskih jezikih odražata kot kratka vokala, 
dvoglasnika ali dolga vokala. Njun odraz je pogojen z izvorom no-
vega akuta – če je nastal z naglasnim umikom s končnega jera, sta se 
novonaglašena *o oz. *e podaljšala, kasneje pa v številnih slovanskih 
narečjih diftongizirala; če je novoakutirani glas nastal na drug način, 
je kvantiteta novonaglašenega *o ali *e odvisna od narečja.
The article1 discusses the development of the Proto-Slavic vowels *o 
and *e with a neoacute accent. These vowels are reflected as short 
vowels, diphthongs or long vowels in the modern Slavic languages. 
Their outcome is conditioned by the origin of the neoacute: if it arose 
through retraction of the accent from a word-final jer, the newly ac-
cented *o or *e became long and was subsequently diphthongized in 
a number of Slavic dialects. If the neoacute accent arose in a different 
way, the quantity of the newly accented *o or *e depends on the dialect.
Ključne besede: vokal, novi akut, praslovanščina, slovanski jeziki
Key words: vowel, neoacute, Proto-Slavic, Slavic languages
1 *O and *e in Slavic
It is a well-known fact from the historical grammar of Slavic that the vowels 
*o and *e go back to historically short vowels. Nevertheless, late Proto-Slavic 
 1 Part of the research for this article was conducted within the project Documentation and 
Interpretation of the Earliest Croatian, financed by the Croatian Science Foundation. 
I am much obliged to Frederik Kortlandt with whom I discussed many of the problems 
discussed in this article.
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*e or *o could be long or short. Long *e and *o arose under the following 
circumstances:2
1. through contraction after the deletion of intervocalic *j, first in posttonic 
syllables, e.g. Cz. nom.sg.n. nové, gen.sg. nového (Vaillant 1950: 195, Kort-
landt 2011: 38).
2. through assimilation of a preceding *j, e.g. *píšē- < *písje- (Kortlandt 2015: 
66).
3. under a rising tone (a “neoacute”3) (Van Wijk 1916, Vaillant 1950: 265ff.).
It is the last category this paper is concerned with. When we collect all examples 
of neoacute *e or *o we can distinguish two categories:
1. *e or *o which is reflected as a long vowel or diphthong in all Slavic languag-
es which provide evidence about vowel length, with a few minor exceptions.
2. *e or *o which is reflected as a long vowel or diphthong in some languages 
but as a short vowel in others.
The variation we find is connected with the fact that the rising accent referred 
to as “neoacute” has multiple origins (cf. Kortlandt 2015: 69). I will give a 
brief explanation of the origin of the different reflexes, after which the relevant 
material will be discussed. We can distinguish four processes which resulted 
in rising accents that can be referred to as a neoacute (in the examples below 
I will write the neoacute with a grave accent (*è, *ò) regardless of its length):
a) neoacute that arose as a result of the retraction of the accent from a final 
jer onto a preceding syllable, which obtained a rising accent, e.g. 2sg.pres. 
*neseš > *nesèšь, l-ptc. m.sg. *nesl > *nèslъ.
b) neoacute that arose as a result of Dybo’s law, according to which a non-acute, 
non-falling accent shifted to the following syllable. If that syllable contained 
 2 There are more early lengthenings, but those are limited to smaller dialect areas, e.g. 
lengthening before voiced consonants in closed syllables (e.g., Polish bóg < *bȍgъ). 
Lengthening in monosyllabic forms with a falling accent (e.g. Sln. bg < *bȍgъ) might 
be a common Slavic development (Kortlandt 2011: 305), but length is found in western 
South Slavic only. In this paper I have chosen to consistently use the term “Proto-Slavic” 
to refer to the language spoken until the last innovations common to all of Slavic no 
earlier than the first half of the 9th century, without distinguishing between “Proto-
Slavic” and “Common Slavic”, “Early Proto-Slavic” and “Late Proto-Slavic” or using 
similar formal periodizations because such a distinction would have no influence on 
the outcome of the present discussion.
 3 In Slavic accentology, the term “neoacute”, in its widest sense, refers to a subgroup of 
the rising accents that are reconstructed for Proto-Slavic. They contrast with the “acute”, 
which is a short rising accent on the vowels *a, *i, *y, *u, *ę or *ǫ or a diphthong. The 
most precise definition of what a “neoacute” is, is the following: 1) any rising accent 
on the vowels *e, *o, *ь or *ъ (e.g. *sèdmь, gen.pl. *nógъ, *dnъ, nom.sg. *bòbъ, nom.
sg.m. *dèsnъ, gen.sg. *potòka); 2) a long rising accent on the vowels *a, *i, *y, *u, *ę 
or *ǫ or a diphthong (e.g. *súša, *stórža, gen.pl. *zímъ). In medial stressed syllables 
(not counting word-final jers), the difference between neoacute and acute cannot be seen 
directly, because Proto-Slavic had no distinctive length in medial stressed syllables.
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a short vowel, it obtained a rising accent, e.g. *pòtokъ > *potòkъ. Dybo’s law 
did not shift the accent onto a word-final jer (Kortlandt 2011: 17–19, 170f.), 
with the possible exception of final jer preceded by a tautosyllabic resonant 
(*-CRь/ъ) in Czech and South Slavic, see below. Accordingly, the old non-
final rising accent of nom.sg. *kòńь, *otcь, gen.pl. *žènъ was preserved. 
This rising accent is identical to the one in *potòkъ.
c) neoacute that arose as a result of Stang’s law, according to which a long 
falling accent in a final syllable (not counting final jers) was shifted to the 
preceding syllable, which obtained a rising accent, e.g. 2sg.pres. *možȇšь > 
*mòžešь.
d) neoacute that arose as a result of the retraction of the accent from an internal 
jer onto a preceding syllable, which obtained a rising accent, e.g. *końskъjь 
> *kòńьskъjь.
These four developments affected all of Slavic but they did not take place at 
the same time. The relative chronology of these changes accounts for the length 
differences of neoacute *o and *e in the individual Slavic languages we will 
now proceed to discuss. Note that a) affected words belonging to the Proto-
Slavic accent paradigm c, while b), c) and d) affected words belonging to accent 
paradigm b (on these accentual paradigms see Stang 1957). There are a few 
innovations in the individual Slavic languages that need to be kept in mind. 
In Czech, Upper Sorbian and Slovene, short rising vowels were lengthened 
in non-final syllables (with different additional conditions in the individual 
languages, see Greenberg 2000: 128ff., Kortlandt 2011: 341f., Derksen 2008), 
while in Ukrainian *o was *o lengthened if jer (ъ or ь) was lost in the follow-
ing syllable and *e if a front jer (ь) was lost in the following syllable (Shevelov 
1979: 302ff., 318ff.).
In forms in which *e, *o is consistently long or a diphthong in the relevant 
Slavic languages, the accent was originally on a word-final jer and was retracted 
onto the preceding syllable (development a) above). The vowel that received 
the stress was apparently lengthened. This retraction is found exclusively in 
paradigms with mobile accentuation and can be dated before the other devel-
opments mentioned above (cf. Kortlandt 2011: 170, 338f.). Evidence for a long 
vowel comes from:
 – the gen.pl. of nouns with mobile accentuation (i.e. belonging to accent para-
digm c): Čakavian (Vrgada) kõs ‘hair’, nebẽs ‘heaven’, Slovene ng ‘leg’, 
Czech synů ‘son’. The long vowel in the gen.pl. of mobile nouns is clearly 
of Proto-Slavic origin and it spread to non-mobile nouns in South Slavic (S, 
Cr., Sln. krȃv ‘cow’) and Slovak (ôs ‘wasp’, síl ‘power’, kopýt ‘hoof’) and 
in Polish in the ā-stems (ós ‘wasp’, mąk ‘suffering’), but not in the neuter 
o-stems (pęt ‘fetter’, błot ‘marsh’, Kortlandt 2011: 54), and not at all not 
in Czech, where a long vowel is found in some mobile nouns in the older 
language and today only in relic forms (Verweij 1994: 507f.).
 – the nom.sg.m. of the possessive pronouns *mojь, *tvojь, *svojь: Ru. dial. môj, 
Cz. můj, Slk. môj, Sln. mj, Kajk. (Bednja) mýej, Čak. (Brač) mọ̃ j (van Wijk 
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1916: 323ff.). In Slovak tvoj, svoj, the original ô became o after the initial 
cluster eding in -v-, cf. Slk. dial. svój, tvój, Cz. svůj, tvůj (Pauliny 1990: 
176). The paradigm of these pronouns has end-stress in Slavic. The nom.sg. 
form must have had end-stress at an earlier stage as well. If the stress had 
been on the root, it should have had a falling tone (*mȍjь etc.), and this tone 
should have been preserved in most of Slovene, Kajkavian and Čakavian. 
These forms are not due to early Slavic lengthening before *-jь, as van Wijk 
(ibidem: 325) suggested (cf. Nonnenmacher-Pribić 1961: 94).
 – the adverb *domovь ‘home’, an old dat.sg. to the u-stem *domъ (Ru. dial. 
domôj, OCz. domóv, Cz. domů, Sln. domv (secondary domv)). The short 
reflex in Slk. domov is due to the following * (Verweij 1994: 515). Ukr. 
dial. domív preserves the final accentuation but provides no information 
about the original length of the *o. The stress must have been on the final 
jer in early Proto-Slavic, because *domъ belongs to the accentual type with 
stress alternating between the initial and final syllables. The attested stress 
on the medial syllable of *domovь can therefore only be due to a retraction 
of the stress from the final jer.
 – the imperatives *(ne) bojь sę ‘(do not) fear!’, *stojь ‘stand’ (Čak., Kajk. stõj, 
bõj se, Sln. stj, bj se, Cz. stůj, dial. (Silezian) bůj, Slk. bôj, but stoj with 
an analogical short vowel. The present of these verbs has mobile accentua-
tion. If the stress had originally been on the root in the 2sg. imperative, it 
should have had a falling tone (*bȏjь, *stȏjь), and this tone should have been 
preserved in most of Slovene, Kajkavian and Čakavian.
 – present forms of mobile verbs of the type Čakavian (Senj) pijẽ, pečẽ. The 
long rising accent originates in the 2sg. *neséšь < *neseš and 3sg. *nesé(tъ) 
< *neset (on the latter ending see Kortlandt 2009: 157ff.). The long rising 
vowel resulted from the retraction of the accent from a final jer and can be 
compared to the long vowel in the gen.pl. The long vowel is found in some 
Čakavian dialects, e.g., apart from the Senj dialect mentioned above, Susak 
restiȇ, kladiȇ, in various Štokavian dialects (cf. Kapović 2009), e.g. Posavian 
pečẽ, tečẽ, Neoštok. dial. pèčēš, in Prekmurje Slovene (Cankova) näs, zäb,4 
and in Central Slovak, nesie, pečie. Kajkavian, most of Slovene and Čakavian 
and part of Štokavian generalized a short suffix vowel, as did Czech and part 
of Slovak (cf. Vermeer 1984: 380ff.). In much of Štokavian and Čakavian, 
we find a redistribution of vowel length depending on the length of the root 
vowel: the suffix is long when the root vowel is short and the suffix is short 
 4 Suffix-stress is also preserved in north-west Slovene: Gailtal nəs, rəč, Resia nas, 
bod. The timbre of the vowel is surprising, because long *ē otherwise became Gailtal 
iə, Resia i e.g. lȋəd, lit < *lȇdъ, šȋəst < *šȇstь. Perhaps the vowel was originally short 
(like in the neighbouring Slovene dialects) and was lengthened analogically at an early 
stage, i.e. before the loss of post-tonic length in verbs like 3sg. *brỳšē, *bdē, *kupùjē 
> Gailtal brȋše, kəpȗje, bȏde) but after the raising of *ē. Alternatively, the timbre of 
the vowel may have been restored after the raising of *ē to *ē ̣  in analogy to verbs with 
a long root-vowel and a short stressed suffix, e.g. *rāstȅ, *trsȅ > Gailtal ràste, trése, 
Resia ráste̤ .
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when the root vowel is long (ibidem: 365f., the same distribution is found 
in north-western Slovene).
 In all other cases, neoacute *o and *e are reflected as short in some languages, 
but as long or diphthongal in others. Štokavian and Čakavian always have a 
short reflex in these categories (disregarding later lengthenings in specific 
environments). Russian dialects with a distinction between monophthongal 
and diphthongal reflexes of *o always have a diphthongal reflex of neoacute 
*o. Long/diphthongal reflexes are relatively frequent in monosyllabic forms 
of nominal paradigms belonging to accent paradigm b and in those cases in 
which *e or *o received the accent as a result of Stang’s law or the retraction 
of the accent from a weak internal jer:
 – the nom.sg. of masculine (j)o-stems belonging to Proto-Slavic accent para-
digm b: *košь, *konjь, *potъ, *bobъ etc. The root vowel is short in South 
Slavic, but long in Russian dialects and predominantly long in West Slavic. 
The diphthongal reflex in Ru. dial. stôl, kôń, snôp etc. is in line with fact 
that any neoacute *o becomes Ru. dial. ô. I agree with Kortlandt (2011: 345f.) 
that the reflex of a long vowel in, e.g., Czech kůň, stůl, nůž, Slovak kôň, stôl, 
nôž is likely to be due to analogy with other case-forms with stem-stress, 
e.g. loc.sg. *kóńi, gen.pl. *kóń, loc.pl. *kóńix, inst.pl. *kóńi. In South Slavic, 
except Kajkavian, only the gen.pl. had a long vowel (see below). Accord-
ingly, there was no motive for introducing a long vowel in the nom.sg. form 
in South Slavic, as there was in Czech and Slovak.
 – the definite form of adjectives belonging to accent paradigm b: *novъjь, 
*golъjь, *dobrъjь. The accent was originally on the final stem-syllable 
(*nòvъjь), after which post-tonic *-ъjь was contracted to *-ȳj, the accent 
shifted to the following syllable according to Dybo’s law (> *novj), from 
which it was retracted again as a result of Stang’s law (> *nòvyj/*nóvyj).
 – i-presents belonging to accent paradigm b: *nosišь, *volišь, *modlišь, *xodišь. 
Here, too, the neoacute results from Stang’s law. We find a diphthong in 
Russian dialects, a long vowel in Kajkavian, but a short vowel in Slk. nosíš, 
Pl. nosisz because of the (originally) long vowel in the following syllable.
 – je-presents belonging to accent paradigm b: *steļešь, *glod’ešь. The thematic 
present *možešь also belongs here (cf. Vermeer 1984: 363). It has a diphthon-
gal reflex in Russian dialects and Slovak, a long reflex in Kajkavian and an 
analogical short reflex in Pl. może.
 – individual case forms of nouns belonging to accent paradigm b, e.g. loc.sg. 
*vòlě, *kòńi, loc.pl. *vòlěx, *kòńix, inst.pl. *vòly, *kòńi.
 – the volja-type, which is much discussed in the literature, cf. Stang 1957: 57ff., 
Kapović 2007, Fecht 2010, Kortlandt 2015. The neoacute in this category is 
the result of Stang’s law, which caused the stress to shift from the ending 
(*voļȃ) to the preceding syllable. Examples with *o are *voļa, *koža, *xod’a, 
*vońa and *noša. We find a reflex of a long vowel in Slovak, East Slavic 
and Kajkavian and reflexes of a short vowel in Čakavian and Štokavian. 
The volja-type was frequently influenced by ja-stems with different accen-
tuation and by nouns in -ьja, e.g. Slk. koža, noša instead of *kôža, *nôša, 
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USorb. wola, koža instead of *wóla, *kóža, Ru. dial. voljá instead of *vólja, 
Štokavian hòđa instead of *hȍđa, Old Polish wolå, woniå (with analogical 
long *-ā < *-ьja) instead of *wola, *wonia, S, Cr. hòđa, tònja instead of 
*hȍđa, *tȍnja etc. Besides ja-stems, a neoacute is sometimes also found 
in other a-stems, such as *kora ‘bast’ (in analogy to *koža ‘skin’) and the 
loanwords *škoda ‘damage, pity’ and *sǫbota ‘Saturday’.
 – words in which the accent was retracted from a medial weak jer onto a 
preceding vowel: *kònjьskъjь, *žènьskъjь, *sèlьskъjь, *otròčьjь, *pòsьlješь, 
*dòjьdešь, *glèzьn-.5 It is often difficult to determine the original length of 
the vowel in these cases. The short stem vowel of Cz. koňský, ženský, zelí, 
Slk. konský, ženský, dial. zelé can be connected to the following syllable 
which contains a long vowel, cf. the reflex of a long stem vowel in USorb. 
kóński, Slnc. knsћï.
In all other cases short reflexes are dominant:
 – l-participle of mobile athematic verbs: *nèslъ, *pèklъ, *bòdlъ. Short in South 
Slavic, long in Slovak (niesol), short in modern Czech (nesl), but cf. Old 
Czech védl. The accent was originally on the final syllable, from which it 
was retracted causing a diphthongal reflex in Slovak, but not in Czech or 
South Slavic. Kortlandt (2014: 130) considers the short reflexes in South 
Slavic to be due to analogy.
 – the l-participle *mòglъ (accent paradigm b). The accent was on the first syl-
lable before the application of Dybo’s law and shifted to the final jer in South 
Slavic (to be retracted again later), but remained on the first syllable in West 
Slavic in view of Slovak mohol. The latter was apparently accentually distinct 
from niesol, which has a diphthong due to a retraction of the accent from the 
final syllable. The reflexes of neoacute *o in *mòglъ are consistently short, 
except in OCz. móhl, Slovak dial. môhol (Ukr. mih and Sln. mgel are due 
to regular lengthenings in these languages). The long reflex in Old Czech 
and Slovak was probably introduced analogically (Kortlandt 2011: 345).
 5 The type *zelьje, *perьje, *grobьje, *kozьjь is slightly more complicated because one 
expects final unstressed *-ьje to have been contracted before Dybo’s law (*zèlьje > *zèlē 
etc., cf. Kortlandt 2011: 38). This should have become *zelȇ as a result of Dybo’s law and 
then *zèle as a result of Stang’s law. Apparently, the sequence *-ь(j)e was restored on 
the basis of caseforms in which no contraction had taken place (e.g. the gen.sg. *-ь(j) a, 
cf. the preserved cluster of Štok., Čak. brȁća ‘brothers’ < *bratьja) and on the basis 
of nouns in which the suffix was stressed *-(j)e (>*-ьjè after Dybo’s law, reflected 
in, e.g., Čak. (Novi) voćí, kamení, zelí). Later contraction of *-ь(j)e produced the long 
final vowel of Vrgada pẽrjē, zẽļē, grȍzjē, Novi pérjī̆, zelénjī̆, kȍzjī, Grobnik pẽrjī, vesẽjī, 
grȍbjī etc. The restoration of posttonic *-ь(j)e in *perьje, *grobьje etc. probably took 
place before Dybo’s law (which then shifted the accent to the jer: *zel(j)e). If this is 
correct, the neoacute on the initial syllable of *zèlьje in western South Slavic is due to 
the retraction of the accent from an internal jer (Kortlandt 2014: 129).
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Similar examples are found in the nom.sg.m. of nouns and adjectives be-
longing to accent paradigm b with a stem ending in a resonant: nom.sg. 
*odrъ, *bobrъ/*bebrъ, *koprъ, *kosmъ, nom.sg.m. *dobrъ, *mokrъ, *ostrъ, 
*teplъ/*toplъ. These have a short vowel in South Slavic, but Old Czech has 
dóbr. Note that Slovak has a long reflex in kôpor and vôdor, which may indicate 
that this is the regular reflex of *ò in this type of words (cf. Slk. dial. môhol). 
However, in view of the secondary -ô- in masculine o-stems like kôň and stôl, it 
is conceivable that we are dealing with an analogical -ô- here as well. Masculine 
o-stems of the type *odrъ etc. were sometimes subject to generalization of final 
stress from the oblique cases after the introduction of a secondary jer in the 
second syllable, e.g. Neoštok. òdar. This generalization was fuelled by analogy 
with nouns with a disyllabic stem of which the second syllable contained a jer, 
e.g. *orьlъ, *ovьnъ, *ovьsъ, *osьlъ (Neoštok. òrao, òvan, Ru. os’ól, ov’ós). The 
noun *ognь (m. i)/ *ogńь (m. jo) ‘fire’ has final stress in the nom.sg. in almost 
all languages (Ru. ogón’, Sln. ógenj, Neoštok. òganj).6 This final stress points 
to a relatively early introduction of a prop-vowel between *g and *ń (compared 
to the type *odrъ, *koprъ). This may be because *ognь/*ogńь shares its initial 
*o- with *orьlъ, *ovьnъ, *ovьsъ, *osьlъ or because the word-final cluster *-gń 
that arose after the loss of the final jer was not tolerated.
The cardinals *sedmь and *osmь also belong here. They have a diphthongal 
reflex in Ru. dial. vôsem’, but a short reflex in Cz. osm, Slk. osem, Pl. osiem, 
Slnc. vʉ̀ɵ̯sĕm, Štok., Čak. ȍsam, Kajk. ȍsẹm (Sln. səm is ambiguous, USorb. 
has wósom next to wosom). In contrast, the ordinals *sedmъjь, *osmъjь are 
predominantly attested with a long vowel or diphthong, cf. Cz. dial. ůsmý, Slk. 
ôsmy, Pl. ósmy, Slnc. vsmï, Polab. våsmĕ, Čak. õsmī, Kajk. õsmi, Sln. dial. 
(Prekmurje) ‘ousmi, although USorb. wosmy has the reflex of a short vowel. 
The diphthong in the East Slavic cardinal is the regular reflex of neoacute *ò 
(cf. Vaillant 1950: 187). In both the cardinal and the ordinal the accent was 
on the initial syllable before Dybo’s law (*òsmь, *òsmъjь), where it stayed in 
*òsmь in Slovak osem but shifted to the final jer and was retracted again in 
(Western) South Slavic (> *osm > *òsmь, cf. Pronk 2013: 115f.). In the ordinal 
*òsmъjь, the initial stress is due to a combination of Dybo’s and Stang’s laws, 
see above on *novъjь etc. The Russian definite form vos’mój exists since Old 
Russian (Zaliznjak 2011: 168) next to a form with root stress, ós’myj, Ru. dial. 
and Ukr. vós’myj. Similar doublets exist for *sedmъjь (ibidem: 167), cf. sédmy 
but sedmája in the 14th century Čudovskij Novyj Zavet. The forms with suffix 
stress are probably secondary in analogy to šestýj ‘sixth’ (rarely šéstyj, which 
is probably analogical to ósmyj). South Slavic dialects that preserve traces of 
end stress in the definite form of mobile adjectives, such as the Čakavian dia-
lect of Novi and the Štokavian dialects of the Posavina, preserve the old root 
stress in the ordinals ‘sixth’, ‘seventh’ and ‘eighth’: Novi sédmī̆, ósmī̆ (Belić 
 6 With the exception of some Čakavian dialects (e.g. Brač ȍgoń), in which we also fre-
quently find unexpected initial stress in forms with a medial jer (e.g. Brač ȍca < *otьca, 
pĩsmo < *pīsьmo, ral < *orьlъ, examples from Šimunović 2009).
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2000: 143), Posavina šẽstī, sẽdmī, õsmī, but prvȋ ‘first’ (Ivšić 1913: 56f.). The 
long root vowel in Čakavian and Štokavian is analogical after pẽtī ‘fifth’, devẽtī 
‘ninth’ etc., and the same is true for the long vowel of OCz. and Cz. dial. šéstý, 
sédmý, Polish siódmy, ósmy (Bulaxovskij 1983: 109, Kapović 2007: 92, fn. 5).
 – the second syllable of nouns with a polysyllabic stem like *potok-, *nārod-, 
*bьrlog-, *vīnogord-, *e/olen-, *plemen- etc. It received the accent from the 
first syllable as a result of Dybo’s law.
 – the final syllable of the nom.acc.sg. of neuter nouns and adjectives belonging 
to a.p. b: *dьno, *pisьmo, *lice, *novo. Here the vowel is generally short, but 
diphthongal in Ru. dial. dnô, pis’mô, šyrokô. The long vowel of Sln. dial. 
dn, rojstv is due to more recent lengthening of *-ò, probably originally 
only when followed by a clitic (Ramovš 1921: 235f.). There is also rojstv, 
the timbre of which may be analogical to that of other neuter o-stems where 
it is regular, e.g. mes, ok, ltọ. The long ending is, however, reminiscent 
of that of Čak. (e.g. Novi, Vrgada) -stvó, -stvō (cf. Belić 2000: 142, 159): 
drȕštvō, trōjstvó, where the analogy proposed for Slovene would not work. 
Belić (ibidem: 142) explained the Čakavian long vowel from a merger of 
the suffixes *-ьstvo and *-ьstvьje (similarly already Škrabec for Slovene, 
see Valjavec 1897: 211). The latter would regularly have produced long end-
ings, cf. Čak. (Novi) kamení, (Vrgada) korẽńē, Sln. dial. (Nadiški) koraníə, 
(Prekmurje) zelenjé < *-ьje (Šekli 2013: 142f.). The neocircumflex of Sln. 
otrštvo, žnstvo < *otročьstvo, *ženьstvo is probably not due to the internal 
weak jer (cf. otrški, žnski < *otročьskьjь, *ženьskьjь, see Pronk 2013) and 
therefore also points to a long ending.
There is one category in which we find long *e, *o next to short *e, *o which 
is not connected with the neoacute:
 – the nom.sg. of masculine (j)o-stems with a monosyllabic stem belonging to 
Proto-Slavic accent paradigm c: *bogъ, *mostъ, *gnojь, *medъ, *ledъ etc. 
The root vowel is short in West Slavic, but long in western South Slavic, 
where vowels with a falling tone were regularly lengthened in monosyllabic 
words (not counting final jers).
As the first set of examples above shows, all languages have a long reflex of *o 
and *e when these vowels became stressed as a result of the accent-retraction 
from a final weak jer (except when preceded by an occlusive plus resonant). In 
Štokavian and Čakavian, the reflex of neoacute *o and *e is short in all other 
cases. We will now briefly discuss the situation in East Slavic, West Slavic and 
Kajkavian before treating the Slovene data in more detail.
2 East Slavic
In Russian dialects we find a reflex of neoacute *o that differs from that of 
*o with an originally falling accent, e.g. from Stang’s law (gônit, lôvit, xôceš, 
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pôret, tônet, dôbryj, gôlyj), from Dybo’s law (potôk, gotôv, sbôr, urôk, mnôgo, 
molokô, šyrokô), in masculine (j)o-stems belonging to a.p. b (stôl, kôń, nôž, 
kôl, topôr, šyrôk), with retraction from a final jer (môj, domôj, synôf, gôr), with 
retraction from an internal jer (nôžka, dvôrnik, pômnit’) and before *-CRь/ъ 
(môg, vôsem’).7 Forms with polnoglasie also have a stressed diphthong, e.g., 
with acute korôva, borôd, kolôt’, with neoacute kolôtit, molôčnyj, golôvka. 
Originally stressed *o in a penultimate syllable before a weak jer is reflected 
as o: gen.pl. por, sov (sov á and porá belong to accent paradigm b).
In Ukrainian, neoacute *o and *e remained unchanged, e.g. móžet’, nósyt’, 
toržestvó, gréblja ‘dam’, unless they were followed by a weak jer. Every *o 
before a syllable in which a jer was lost, regardless of its original intonation, 
was lengthened and diphthongized and eventually became i (word-initial vi-) 
in the standard language (Shevelov 1979: 318f.). Every *e before a syllable in 
which a front jer was lost also became i. Only the reflex of *e before a sylla-
ble in which a back jer was lost depended on the original accentuation of the 
*e. According to Shevelov, the reflex of *e before a lost back jer is i “under a 
retracted stress” (o.c., 323), e.g., nis ‘carried’, gen.pl. kolís, sil, otherwise it is 
e. The original distribution is obscured by the changes *e > *o (after a palatal 
consonant) > i (if a jer was lost in the following syllable), interdialectal borrow-
ing and analogies (Bulaxovs’kyj 1943, Shevelov 1979: 327). It seems plausible 
that the -i- of nis and kolís was originally a long *ē that had been lengthened 
as a result of the retraction of the stress from the final jer (*neslъ > *néslъ, cf. 
Slk. niesol) and merged with the reflex of *ě in Ukrainian.
A special case are instances in which the final syllable of a word contains 
stressed - ó- as a result of polnoglasie, e.g., with acute polón, moróz, horóx, gen.
pl. vorón, kolód, but analogical poríh ‘threshold’, with neoacute ohoród, xvoróst, 
storóža, horóža, voróta, molótyš. The regular reflex is -ó-, not -i- in spite of 
the lost jer at the end of the word. We do, however, often find -i- in the gen.pl. 
of mobile nouns (holív, vorít, boríd, storín, cf. also čeríd, but derév), deriva-
tives with the suffix -ka (holívka (but holóvka of cabbage, cheese, onions etc.), 
borídka, but storóžka) and in the masculine singular form of the l-ptc. (volík, f. 
voloklá, beríh, f. berehlá). It has been argued that the opposition between Ukr. 
hol ív and moróz reflects an earlier tonal opposition between acute and neoacute 
accents (Bulaxovskij 1958: 87f., Žovtobrjux et al. 1980: 94f., Kortlandt 2011: 
172), but this idea cannot be maintained, as is shown by isolated examples with 
-oró- from a neoacute like ohoród, xvoróst, storóža, horóža and voróta (Seliščev 
1951: 170, Zaliznjak 1985: 161-163), and by the absence of forms with -oRi- or 
-eRi- in texts before the late 17th century (Shevelov 1979: 109, 607). The forms 
with -i- all contain analogical -i-, like in koróva, korív, korívka, beréza, beríz, 
berízka, blox á, blix, blíška, voróta, vorít, vorítka. Forms like nis, kolís and sil 
mentioned above formed the model for the introduction of -i- for -e- in beríh, 
beríz, čeríd etc.
 7 Data given here are from sources quoted by van Wijk (1916) and Vasil’ev (1929). 
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3 West Slavic
Slovak has a diphthongal reflex of neoacute *o (in a few examples also of neo-
acute *e), except before a syllable containing a long vowel, e.g. in i-presents of 
the type nosím and adjectives of the type konský. A short reflex of the neoacute 
appears to the regular outcome in a number of disyllabic forms ending in a jer 
which had initial stress before Dybo’s law, e.g. the numerals sedem, osem and 
the l-participle mohl (but dial. môhol).
It has traditionally been assumed that Czech had the same reflexes as Slovak 
(cf. Nonnenmacher-Pribić 1961: 95), although the situation in Czech is difficult 
to assess. Czech lengthened acute and neoacute vowels in disyllabic words 
unless the following syllable contained a long vowel, which largely obscured 
the original situation, cf. the ambiguous může, půjdeš, nosíš, dobrý, zelí. The 
Czech loc. and ins.pl. of (j)o-stems belonging to a.p. b have a short reflex of 
a neoacute *o (e.g. stolech, stoly), but this can easily be due to analogy with 
other forms of the paradigm. The ins.pl. kožemi (secondarily also kůžemi) to 
kůže might point to an originally short reflex, but the *o is probably analogi-
cal to gen.pl. koží, dat.pl. kožím, loc.pl. kožích, all with a regular short reflex 
because of the long vowel in the final syllable (cf. Bulaxovskij 1983: 109). The 
short root vowel of je-presents like meleš, tešeš, češeš, steleš, pošleš is due to 
analogy, cf. the long reflex in kůleš (but OCz. koleš), OCz. uořeš (ibidem). The 
only evidence for an originally long or diphthongal reflex in Czech is indi-
rect and comes from the nom.acc.sg. of the masculine (j)o-stems. The o-stem 
paradigm with length in the nom.sg. (stůl) but a short vowel in the rest of the 
paradigm (stola) must be relatively old in view of the fact that Slovak shows 
the same pattern: stôl, stola. In Czech, this pattern is found with a number of 
nouns with a root containing *-o- originally belonging to a.p. b, viz. kůň, dvůr, 
půst, stůl, kůl, vůl, nůž, but also with nouns belonging to a.p. c: bůh, vůz, důl, 
dům, lůj, hnůj (Verweij 1994: 525ff.). In Slovak, (j)o-stems with -ô- throughout 
the paradigm or in the nom.sg. only predominantly belong to a.p. b (ibidem: 
530ff.). It can be observed that nom.sg. forms with a short root vowel replaced 
forms with a long root vowel within Czech (Nonnenmacher-Pribić 1961: 94). 
Van Wijk regarded the long reflex as the regular outcome of neoacute *o in kůň 
etc. Kortlandt (2014: 128) rejects Van Wijk’s view because of the large number 
of counterexamples and suggests that the long reflex was introduced from case 
forms in which the accent was retracted onto the root as a result of Stang’s law, 
i.e. loc.sg. *kônji, loc.pl. *kônjix, ins.pl. *kônji. If this is correct, these cases 
would originally have had a long root vowel (or, in Kortlandt’s formulation, 
a diphthong). Nonnenmacher-Pribić (1961: 95), following Kul’bakin, assumed 
that the long reflex in the nom.sg. was due to the retraction of the accent from 
a final jer. This is problematic because, as Kortlandt has shown (2011: 17ff.), 
the consistently short root vowel of S, Cr., Sln. kȍnj and other masculine 
(j)o-stems belonging to accent paradigm b indicates that the final jer of *konjь 
etc. was never accented. Although this is evidently correct for South Slavic, 
the West Slavic data are less transparent. Nevertheless, the contrast between 
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the short root vowel of Slk. mohol, osem < *mòglъ, *òsmь (accent paradigm 
b) and niesol < *nesl (accent paradigm c) appears to indicate that Dybo’s law 
had not shifted the accent to the final jer of *mòglъ and *òsmь.8 I therefore 
agree with Kortlandt that analogical origin for nominatives of the type stůl, 
stôl is most likely.
A factor that may have had some influence on the introduction of a long 
vowel in the nom.sg. of masculine (j)o-stems is the existence of a small group 
of nouns which originally (i.e. before Dybo’s law) had final stress in the nom.
sg. form. In late Proto-Slavic, the accent was retracted onto the stem syllable, 
which was lengthened as a result. An example of such a word is PSl. *dъzdjь 
‘rain’ (Derksen 2008: 15f., cf. the long vowel of OCz. déšč, Slk. dážd’, Štok. 
(Vuk) dȃžd, Čak. (Orbanići) dãš, (Lumbarda) dáž).9 Other examples are specu-
lative, e.g. *nožь ‘knife’ (long in Neoštokavian nȏž, Old Štokavian, Čakavian 
nõž, Cz. nůž, Slk. nôž, short in Sln. nȍž, Kajkavian nȍž (e.g. Bednja nȅž, but 
with a long vowel in Fertőhomok nȏž), *ežь ‘hedgehog’ (long in Neoštokavian 
jȇž, jéža, Sln. jž (cf. dial. (Gailtal) íəž), perhaps also USorb. jěž (but cf. Derk-
sen 2008: 125f.), short in Cz. (dial.), Slk. jež) and *dvorъ ‘court, yard’ (long in 
Neoštokavian dvȏr, gen.sg. dvóra, Old Štokavian, Čakavian, Kajkavian dvõr, 
Sln. dial. (Gailtal) dúər, Cz. dvůr, short in Sln. dvòr; Slk. dvor is ambiguous).10 
 8 The situation is different in western South Slavic, where both *moglъ and *neslъ are 
reflected with a short root-vowel (e.g., Kajkavian mȍgel, nȅsel), pointing to earlier 
*mogl, *nesl, both with end-stress. If the accent had been on the root the Kajkavian 
and Slovene forms should have had a neocircumflex. Apparently, in western South 
Slavic Dybo’s law did shift the accent onto final *-CRъ, to be retracted again later. This 
is confirmed by the consistently short root-vowel of other words with this structure, 
e.g., Kajkavian ȍsem, dȍber (Pronk 2013, although Kortlandt (2014: 130) regards these 
forms as secondary). In Czech, words with the structure Ce/oCRь/ъ consistenly have a 
short root vowel: nesl, pekl, sedm, osm, mohl, dobr, bobr, odr, kopr. In Slovak, some of 
these have a diphthong: niesol, piekol, vôdor, kôpor, dial. môhol. Czech nesl, sedm etc. 
did not undergo the Czech lengthening of short vowels with a rising accent in penulti-
mate syllables of disyllabic words (kráva < *kràva) because the forms were apparently 
monosyllabic at the time. An exception is OCz. móhl, which may have a secondary long 
reflex, like Slk. dial. môhol. The reflex of a long vowel in USorb. wósom is due to the 
regular Upper Sorbian lengthening of a short rising vowel. 
 9 Many Čakavian dialects have an analogical short vowel in this word. The falling tone 
of Brač dȏž, Hvar (Brusje) dȏrž shows that its long vowel is due to relatively recent 
secondary lengthening before a resonant as in lȏn ‘linen cloth’ < *lnъ. The lengthening 
probably took place in the unattested nom.acc.sg. *dar, which developed from *daž < 
*dъzdjь with rotacism as in mȍre- < *može-. The nominative was later adapted to the 
oblique stem *dažj-.
 10 The remarkable long vowel of *dvorъ was pointed out to me by Willem Vermeer. It 
may indicate that this word had end-stress in Slavic before Dybo’s law, contrasting with 
the paradigm of Lith. dvãras, which reflects earlier initial stress, and Sanskrit dvā́ram, 
also with initial stress. The shift from a Proto-Indo-European neuter to a Balto-Slavic 
masculine o-stem also points to original initial stress (Illič-Svityč’s law). It is difficult 
to derive the apparent end-stress of *dvor from a u-stem paradigm. Such a paradigm 
would probably have to be due to analogy with a Proto-Slavic nom.sg. *dom, but the 
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The word for ‘hedgehog’ has joined a.p. c in Čakavian and Kajkavian ( jȇž, 
jȇža). In *nožь and *ežь the long vowel may also be due to lengthening before 
-ž, as prof. Kortlandt suggested to me. In either case, the words for ‘rain’ and 
‘knife’ were inherited into Czech and Slovak with a long vowel in the nom.
acc.sg. and a short vowel in the other forms. There may have been a few more 
nouns of this type (perhaps *odrъ ‘bed, couch’ and *koprъ ‘dill’, cf. Slk. vôdor 
‘threshing floor’, kôpor).
4 Kajkavian
In his monumental Jezik Hrvata Kajkavaca (1936), Štjepan Ivšić gives the fol-
lowing overview of categories in which Kajkavian has a long rising accent on 
an etymologically short vowel:
1. zẽlje, grõblje, stõlnjak
2. nom.pl.n. sẽla, rẽbra, rešẽta, õkna, jãjca (cf. sg. jajcȅ)
3. gen.pl. lõnec, kõnec
4. loc. and ins.pl.m. and n. kõńi(h), võli(h), lõnci(h), kõli(h)
5. the definite form of certain adj., dõbri, nõvi, širõki, zelẽni
6. the ordinals trẽtji, sẽdmi, õsmi
7. adjectives like žẽnski, kõński, peklẽnski, bõžji11
There are also a few categories in which neoacute *o and *e are not reflected 
with a long rising accent:
1. the volja-type: vȏlja, kȏža, stȇlja, with a circumflex. For the somewhat abber-
ant Kajkavian dialect of Hidegség and Fertőhomok in Hungary, Houtzagers 
(1999) provides forms with a short vowel: vȍja, kȍža.
2. presents of i-verbs of the type nȍsim, hȍdim. The short vowel must be ana-
logical.
evidence for such a form is limited to Cz. dům, while South Slavic dȏm and Ru. dial. 
dom (not *dôm) point to Proto-Slavic *dȍmъ. In theory, we could be dealing with traces 
of an old difference between nom.sg. *dom and acc.sg. *dȍmъ, corresponding to the 
mobile pattern refected in Lith. nom.sg. medùs, acc.sg. mẽdų, but it seems that the 
initial accentuation of the accusative was generalized in the u- and i-stems already in 
Proto-Slavic (cf. Cr. mȇd, gȏst, pȇt, Cz. med, host, pět). The u-stem gen.sg. *dvoru in 
West Slavic (Cz. dvoru, Pl. dworu) is a recent innovation. There is no trace of a u-stem 
in OCS or East Slavic and Proto-Slavic derivatives like *dvorъnъ and *dvorišče are 
derived from the older o-stem. 
 11 Houtzagers’ description of the dialect of Hidegség and Fertőhomok (1999) gives short 
accents: žnsko, kȍnjsko, slski. I found hardly any other exceptions to Ivšić’s categories 
with long õ, ẽ in descriptions of Kajkavian dialects. There are a few lexemes with un-
expected reflexes which may be due to analogy or local phonetic changes, e.g. Mursko 
Središće st ˈoljãk and k ˈojnski̧, where one would expect u < *ō, cf. grˈubje, k ˈula (data 
from Blažek & Grozdana Rob 2014).
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3. internal and final *o and *e that received the stress as a result of Dybo’s 
law: potȍka, selȍ.
4. originally disyllabic words ending in *-Cь/ъ or *-CRь/ъ: kȍnj, vȍl, ȍsem, 
nȅsel, dȍber.
5. early borrowings with short stressed *ò: sobȍta, škȍda.
It follows that in Kajkavian, neoacute *o and *e are reflected as a long vowel 
if the neoacute resulted from Stang’s law or the retraction of the accent from 
a final or internal jer. The unexpected short vowel in the present of i-verbs 
(nȍsim, hȍdim) must be analogical to regular short *o in forms without initial 
stress like 1sg. *nošù, 1pl. nosìmo etc. It has traditionally been assumed that 
the falling accent of the vȏlja-type in Kajkavian is a neocircumflex. If this is 
correct, the neocircumflex is probably due to a long vowel in the ending (*-jā 
etc.) which was restored on the basis of other ja-stems. The orginal short end-
ing was preserved in the dialect of Hidegség and Fertőhomok. Note the sharp 
contrast between the Kajkavian falling accent on the root and the accentual 
mobility found in neighbouring Slovene (Pannonian in the North and perhaps 
the Kozjansko-Bizeljsko dialects of Styrian in the West, see below), both being 
replacements of the original paradigm with a neoacute on the root.
5 Slovene
We will now proceed to discuss the Slovene evidence for the development of 
neoacute *o and *e. It is often not immediately clear whether we are dealing 
with a reflex of an original long or short vowel in Slovene because of the 
lengthening of short stressed vowels in non-final syllables (“brata-lengthening”, 
on which see Rigler 2001: 302ff., Zorko 1998: 189ff., Greenberg 2000: 128ff.). 
The main evidence comes from:
 – eastern dialects that did not undergo brata-lengthening;
 – dialects in which the timbre of the vowel that underwent brata-lengthening 
is distinct from the timbre of older long *ō and *ē, especially the northern 
ones in which brata-lengthening is a late phenomenon.
Ramovš (1921) discussed the development of neoacute *o in Slovene in detail 
and concluded that the reflex of neoacute *o was long in a) absolute initial 
position, b) closed syllables and c) absolute final position. A short reflex would 
be regular in other open syllables. Rigler (2001: 67) rightly pointed out the 
weaknesses of Ramovš’s view. He argued on the basis of more dialectal data 
that, instead, the predominantly long reflex of Kajkavian was also the primary 
reflex in Slovene, at least “v pretežni večini” (ibidem: 418). Elsewhere, he more 
carefully stated that “so namreč tudi v slovenščini nastopila daljšanja v posa-
meznih kategorijah, ki se precej ujemajo s kajkavskimi podaljšavami” (ibidem: 
399). Rigler (ibidem: 25, 69ff., 313) distinguishes between early lengthening 
of neoacute *o and *e, which produced a long vowel that merged with existing 
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long *o and *e in individual words, often different in different dialects, and later 
lengthening which affected all remaining cases. The former category includes 
those cases in which other Slavic languages also have a long reflex, such the 
genitive plural, but also some other examples collected by Ramovš and Rigler 
himself. Rigler discussed the relevant historical Lower Carniolan (dolenski) data 
in his important article Pregled osnovnih razvojnih etap v slovenskem voka-
lizmu and the Carinthian (koroški) data in his later Pripombe (“remarks”) to 
his Pregled. The main objection against Rigler’s scenario is that his occasional 
early lengthenings do not have the character of a sound law (with the exception 
of the pan-Slavic long vowel in words in which the accent was originally on 
a final jer). This suggests that they are at least partly due to analogy, and for 
most long reflexes adequate models for the secondary introduction of a long 
vowel can be indeed adduced, as will be shown below.
An important source for our purposes is the standard language as represented 
in Pleteršnik’s dictionary and works based on it, e.g. Breznik’s Slovenska 
slovnica za srednje šole. Here we find -- and -- for neoacute *o and *e in all 
categories (knjih, vlja, nevlja, mrem, pljem, nsim, kzji, knjski, potka, 
mljem, zlje, žnski, slski, debla, jelna) except in final syllables (bòb; kònj, 
dn, gumn, jajcè) and those forms in which *o received the stress from a final 
jer (domv, mj, gr, but nebs). The timbre of --, the reflex of neoacute *o 
in non-final syllables, contrasts with the reflex of long *ō that arose through 
lengthening of monosyllabic *o with a falling tone, e.g. bg, kst, and with that 
that arose as a result of the forward shift of the falling accent onto a following 
syllable, e.g. mes, sirta.12 The timbre of *o with a neocircumflex, however, is 
identical to that of neoacute *o: knju, knjih, knji, dobrta, otrštvo, gotvim 
(cf. inf. gotviti). The reflex of *e is identical in all categories: ld, polj, gen.
sg. imna, plemnski. It contrasts with ẹ, which is the regular reflex of Proto-
Slavic *ě ( jat’).
In some Slovene dialects, inherited long *ō merged with neoacute *o, e.g. in 
Upper Carniola into ọ, Črni Vrh uə (Tominec 1964: 13f.), Banjšice uo (Logar 
1996: 15, 306f.). However, most dialects retain a distinction, e.g. Lower Carni-
olan, Inner Carniolan *ō > u (Pleteršnik’s ọ), but neoacute *o > uo in non-final 
syllables (Pleteršnik’s ǫ), Ter, Nadiža *ō > uo, but neoacute *o > ō in non-final 
syllables (cf. Logar 1996: 12), Tolmin *ō > uo, but neoacute *o > ō in non-final 
syllables, Gailtal *ō > uə, but neoacute *o > ọ in non-final syllables (kža, 
pətka, lje) etc.
Forms in which *o received the stress from a final jer have the same reflex 
as circumflex long *ō in all dialects, e.g. Lower Carniolan múj, núχ, Gailtal 
múəj, núəg. This is not surpiring, because such examples have a long vowel 
in the rest of Slavic as well. In Lower Carniolan, we also find the reflex of 
old *ō in loc.pl. kújnəh, ins.pl. kújnə, which is clearly analogical to the gen.pl. 
kújn (Škrabec 1917: 225, Ramovš 1921: 229f.). The same analogy took place 
elsewhere, e.g. Upper Savinja (Spodnje Kraše, Weiss 2001) gen.pl. ut ˈrọːk, loc.
 12 Note that in the present day standard language ǫ/ọ and ę/ẹ are not distinguished.
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pl. ut ˈrọːcəh, Podjuna (Ojstrica, Zorko 1991) gen.pl. ot ˈruːək, ins.pl. ot ˈruːəcmi, 
Gailtal (Potoče, Pronk 2009: 58) gen.pl. trúək, loc.pl. trúəcəh, ins.pl. trúəčmi 
‘child’. Another category in which Lower Carniolan sometimes has -u- for 
neoacute *o is the nom.pl. of some neuter nouns, e.g. úkna, kúla. Here too, 
influence from the gen.pl. *ókən, *kól seems likely.13
In eastern dialects without brata-lengthening, the reflexes are partly iden-
tical to those of Kajkavian. In the 18th and 19th century literary language of 
Prekmurje long *ō > ou (merging with long *ǭ) and *ē > ē (written é, merg-
ing with the reflexes of long jers and *). Neocircumflex *o > ou: osnouviti, 
dobrouta, loc.sg. potouki. Neoacute *o and *e merged with the long vowels in 
some categories, but remain short in others.14
A long vowel is found, as expected, when the neoacute is due to the retrac-
tion from a final jer: gen.pl. noug, nebéʃz, analogically also ˈzén. There are 
also examples in which we find ou as the reflex of neoacute *o that arose as a 
result of Stang’s law: koula (pl.) ‘wagon’, kouza, kouzo, kouzov, kouze, nouvi 
(cf. also ponouviti), zeléno, veʃzéli, ʃzédmi, ousmi. We also find a long reflex 
in pérje, where the neoacute is due to retraction from an internal jer, but in 
some younger dialectal data this word has a short reflex: long Porabje pérdje 
but short Cankova ins.sg. perjem, Martinje p’iɛrd’ɛ.
The reflexes that appear to point to a long reflex of neoacute *o or *e that 
arose as a result of Stang’s law are suspect of being secondary. The definite 
adjectival forms nouvi and zeléno probably have a secondary neocircumflex, 
like in most other Slovene dialects. This also applies to the long vowel of 
ʃzédmi, ousmi, which may alternatively have obtained a long vowel (cf. séʃzti) in 
analogy to péti, devéti like in Čakavian, Štokavian, dialectal Czech and Polish. 
The noun koža has the reflex of a long vowel throughout the paradigm and this 
long reflex is also found more to the West in Northern Styrian (see the data 
on two Pohorje dialects below). Because in Northern Styrian neoacute vowels 
 13 Ramovš also mentions a few other cases with Inner Carniolan -u- for neoacute *o. 
The long reflex in pujde ‘goes’ (but Pleteršnik pjdem) cannot be separated from the 
long vowel of Čakavian, Old Štokavian dõjdē̆ , Neoštokavian dȏđē (Ivšić 1911: 146, cf. 
also Kajkavian dõjde), and must therefore be old. The length cannot be due to recent 
lengthening before -j- because south-eastern Čakavian has an acute (Brač dõjde, cf. 
krȏj < *krȁj with later lengthening). The forms can be explained by assuming that they 
received initial stress as a result of Stang’s law after contraction of *-o(j)ь- to *-ōj-: 
*podē > *poьdȇ > *pōjdȇ > *pójde. The long reflex in Inner Carniolan puljski, gurski 
< *pōljski, *gōrski is secondary for older *gorskì, *poljskì (cf. Pleteršnik górski, póljski, 
S, Cr. gòrskī, pòljskī). The vocalism is probably analogical to the gen.pl. *gór, *pólj, 
cf. Carinthian (Rož) žíənsqi for more archaic (Gailtal) žnski on the basis of the gen.pl. 
žíən. Similarly, Lower Carniolan bȗžji replaces earlier *božjì (cf. Pleteršnik bóžji, S, Cr. 
bòžjī). The origin of the long reflex in Gailtal kúəzji, Prekmurje kouzgi must perhaps also 
be sought in the gen.pl. *kóz. The long vowel of Sln. kd (Inner Carniolan gdú, Gailtal 
túə etc.) is due to an early irregular and probably originally syntactically conditioned 
lengthening of inherited *kъtò. 
 14 Data cited here stem from the works of Števan Küzmič, Mikloš Küzmič and Jožef Košič, 
who consistently distinguish -o- from -ou-, as cited in Novak 2006.
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consistently show reflexes of an earlier short vowel, the length in Prekmurje 
kouza cannot be taken as evidence for a long or diphthongal reflex of neoacute 
*o from Stang’s law. One possibility is that kouza reflects *kȏža, like in Ka-
jkavian (Rigler 2001: 70). Neuter plurals like koula, oukna may be compared 
to Lower Carniolan kúla,  úkna and have an analogical long reflex from the 
gen.pl., or they have an analogical neocircumflex after the type sg. mesto, pl. 
mejsta. Carinthian (Rož) has a short reflex in these cases (ibidem: 68).
A short vowel is consistently found when the neoacute is due to Dybo’s law, 
retraction from an internal jer (except pérje) and in disyllabic forms ending in 
a jer: dat.sg. potoki, skoda, ʃzobota, konyszki, senʃzka, kozjo (acc.sg.f.), poslem, 
bob, boj, neʃzao, tekao, mogao, oster, topeo, ʃzedem, oʃzem. Like in Kajkavian, 
the present of the i-stems has a short root vowel: nosi, hodimo, vodi. The present 
morem, mores, more etc. also has a short root vowel.
A special case is *voļa, which shows vowel alternation: nom.sg. vola, acc.sg. 
volo with a short vowel, but gen.sg. voule, dat.sg. vouli, ins.sg. voulov with a 
diphthong reflecting length. Similarly nevola, acc.sg. nevolo, gen.sg. nevoule, 
loc.sg. nevouli, gen.pl. nevoul, dat.pl. nevolám, loc.pl. nevol(j)áj ‘misfortune’. 
In his Historical phonology of the Slovene language, Greenberg (2000: 128, fn. 
24) cites a paradigm with mobile accentuation reflecting a generalized pattern 
from Prekmurje material: nom. ˈvola, acc. voˈlo, gen. voˈlẹ ,ː dat. po ˈvoli, ins. 
z voˈlof. A similar paradigm is given in Mukič’s 2005 Porabje dictionary: vóla, 
gen. žídane volé, but dóbre våule, acc. volåu, but za mójga/tvójga vólo, dat./loc. 
po våuli, pr våuli, cf. also nevóla, acc. nevólo, po nevóli. The Prekmurje forms 
can all be derived from a paradigm with mobile accentuation, forms with a long 
root vowel are due to the forward shift of the old circumflex from a prefix onto 
the root: *pȍ voļi > *po vȏļi. The mobile paradigm can be compared to that of 
volja in Old Russian and is secondary. In the case of Prekmurje Slovene it was 
probably the mobile noun *želja ‘wish’ that was the source of the mobility, cf. 
zsela, v zséli in Pavel’s grammar (2013).
The Prekmurje data above correspond to the data given in Pavel’s norma-
tive Prekmurje grammar and in the dialectological literature. An extensive 
overview of the data is given in the appendix to this article. I will here only 
provide some additional data not attested or attested with a different reflex in 
the literary language: Pavel (2013) long gen.pl. lônec, nom.pl.n. domô, plécsa, 
bédra, péra, short svoj, gen.sg. jelena, 1sg.pres. orjem, posztelem, polem, 
kolem, Porabje (Mukič 2005) long rébra, domåu, short mèčen, tèšen, Žetinci/
Sichelsdorf (Zorko 1998) long doˈmaː, short ˈnọša, ˈzelje, Polana (Greenberg 
1993) long grˈouzdjä, short mˈälä, pˈälä, sˈädmi, Martinje (ibidem) short zˈiɛld’ʌ.
In all of northern Slovene, including Pannonian, and in Kajkavian, a neocir-
cumflex was retracted onto a long vowel, e.g. písala < *pīsȃla. In some words 
this shift also took place onto a syllable containing *o, e.g. ótava < otȃva and 
nom.acc.pl. kólěna < *kolna. In those cases the shift was probably analogical 
(Pronk 2007). The newly stressed *o is reflected as long in Pannonian, e.g. 
Cankova kôpita, kôlina, Martinje ˈaotʌvʌ.
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The data available to me for other Pannonian Slovene dialects without brata-
lengthening, i.e. Prlekija, eastern Haloze and eastern Slovenske Gorice, mainly 
shows short reflexes of neoacute *o and *e (for an exception see below).15 The 
categories that have a long vowel in Prekmurje (definite adjectives, neuter 
plurals, the word koža, some forms of volja) are, however, poorly represented 
in the literature. The only examples I found are Slovenske Gorice (Koletnik 
2001) ˈkoːža and Cerkvenjak (Rajh 2002) ˈdọbre ˈvọ̇ːle with a long vowel and 
Biserjane (Zorko 2009) pot ˈkọžoj and ˈkọla with a short vowel. Interesting ex-
amples with a short reflex are Slovenske Gorice ˈọsmi̥, ˈmeče, eastern Haloze 
(Zorko 1998) ˈnọša, ˈxọja, ˈzelje. The dialects more to the west all took part 
in brata-lengthening. The northern dialects of Slovene nevertheless almost 
always distinguish neoacute *o and *e from older long *ē and *ō. The reflexes 
in western Pannonian and northern Styrian are comparable to those in eastern 
Pannonian. Long reflexes are found in, e.g., western Haloze ˈnaːvi, eastern 
Pohorje ˈkoža, but in most other cases the reflex of neoacute *o and *e is a 
short vowel that was later lengthened as a result of brata-lengthening.
In some Styrian dialects, such as the Cental Styrian, Central Savinja and 
Kozjansko-Bizeljsko dialects, neoacute *o and *e with brata-lengthening 
merged with older long *ō and *ē. The situation here is not identical to that in 
Kajkavian because long and lengthened *e merged with *ě. The Kozjansko-
Bizeljsko dialects show some exceptions to the generally long reflex of neoacute 
*o and *e in non-final syllables: Lesično ˈxọːja, ˈnọːša, ˈvọːja, Pišece ˈxọːja, 
šˈkọːda, gˈrọːjzdje (but ˈvuːla), Kapele ˈxọːja, ˈnọːša (but ˈvuːla). These dialects 
may originally have had the same mobile paradigm for *xoja, *noša and, in 
Lesično, *volja that is found in Pannonian.16
The Carinthian dialects carried out brata-lengthening relatively recently 
(cf. Rigler 2001: 315). Some of the categories that show an analogical long 
reflex in Lower Carniolan or Pannonian have a short reflex in Carinthian that 
was later lengthened as a result of brata-lengthening, e.g. the noun koža and 
the nominative and accusative plural of neuter nouns like okno, selo etc. The 
Carinthian dialects are further interesting with regard to the question what the 
primary reflex of neoacute *o and *e was, because all Carinthian dialects with 
the exception of the Gailtal dialect have a twofold reflex in those examples in 
which Lower Carniolan and Pannonian point to a short reflex. Originally short 
*ě and neoacute e have identical twofold reflexes, so the rise of twofold reflex 
can be dated after the merger of short *e and *ě. According to Rigler (2001: 
 15 The nom.sg.m. moj, tvoj, svoj have an analogical short vowel in most of Pannonian (Rigler 
2001: 65), but cf. Šafarski (southern Prlekija) ˈmọːj, Biserjane (north-western Prlekija) 
ˈmọːj, t ˈvọːj, sˈvọːj. In the Western Haloze dialect of Zgornja Sveča (Zorko 2009: 197ff.), 
we find a long reflex in ˈvọːla and ˈxọːja as opposed to the short reflex in ˈnuːọsim, 
pˈruːọsim, šˈkuːọda (cf. kuːọza, ˈnọːč). This is reminiscent of the long reflex in *koža in 
eastern Slovene and of the long falling vowel in the volja-type in Kajkavian. Data from 
other Haloze dialects show a short reflex in *volja and *xoja (see the appendix).
 16 In the dialect of the village of Mostec, on the other hand, the forms vula and kuža reflect 
earlier *vȏlja and *kȏža, similar to what is found in neighbouring Kajkavian. 
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69ff., 313), this twofold reflex is due to two independent waves of lengthen-
ing, first in individual cases, and subsequently in all non-final penultimate 
syllables. This seems extremely unlikely. The attested material is explained 
much better if one assumes that the conditioning factor for the twofold reflex 
are the following sounds (Logar 1996: 20, Zdovc 1972: 92, Zorko 1998: 194, 
Karničar 1990: 30).17 Before *ļ (perhaps also *ń and *j) and syllables contain-
ing -i- (perhaps also *j), the reflex was a closed vowel, in most other cases 
the reflex is an open vowel or diphthong, e.g. Kapla cveˈtḙeːla vs. cveˈtẹːli, 
Ojstrica neˈdẹːla vs. bˈrḙeːza, cf. also *jàgoda > jeˈgo̭oːda, but *dę̀teļa > deˈtẹːla. 
Paradigmatic alternations that arose as a result of the phonetic split could be 
removed or reshuffled by analogies that obscured the picture. If we look at the 
individual lexemes, we can identify some words that are attested only with a 
closed vowel, e.g. *nosim, *prosim, *xodim, *meljem, *volja, *zelje and *sedm, 
some that are attested only with an open vowel or diphthong, e.g. *nesl, *tekl, 
*pekl, *koža, *škoda, *mečem and *morem, and some which are attested with 
both reflexes, e.g. Ojstrice ̍ nọːša and ̍ no̭oːša, Ojstrice ̍xọːja, but Pernice ̍xooːja, 
Rinkolach/Rinkole mkr, but Pernice mooːker, Rinkolach/Rinkole tpu, kna, 
but Grafenbach/Kneža toḁ́pu, oḁ́ʔna, Suetschach/Sveče póːšlam, but Ebriach/
Obir póəːšlɛm. The details of the development remain unclear and additional 
data are required to give a complete acount of the development.
I conclude that the Slovene reflex of neoacute *o and *e is not identical to that 
in Kajkavian, as Rigler claimed, but rather to that in Čakavian and Štokavian: 
it was always short, except in those cases in which it arose through retraction 
of the accent from a final jer. This long vowel sometimes spread throughout 
paradigms or to derivatives from the same root. Some seemingly long reflexes in 
other positions in dialects without tonal opposition actually reflect a (analogical) 
neocircumflex accent. This is probably the case in the word koža, which has a 
reflex of a long root vowel in Pannonian and Styrian, like in Kajkavian. Other 
volja-type nouns (hoja, noša) reflect a short root vowel in these dialects, with 
the exception volja itself, which reflects a paradigm with mobile accentuation 
in eastern Slovene.
6 The rise of long *ō and *ē in Slavic
In 1916, van Wijk’s posited “daß schon im Urslavischen das steigend betonte o 
etwas länger war als das fallend betonte”. His thesis was accepted by Ramovš in 
his discussion of the reflexes of neoacute *o in Slovene and later by Kortlandt, 
who argued that “Stang’s law yielded a Common Slavic quantitatively neutral 
rising diphthong *uò” (2011: 21). There is no evidence to support this point of 
view. The diphthongal reflex of *o that is found in a number of Slovene dia-
 17 Zorko’s idea “da je široki refleks koroški, ozki pa štajerski” (1989: 398) does not explain 
the attested distribution, nor the fact that the twofold reflex is found as far West as the 
Rož dialect.
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lects, e.g. in Lower Carniolan, cannot be equated directly with the Slovak and 
dialectal Russian diphthongal reflexes.18 In late Proto-Slavic, *o was at first 
always short. It obtained a new long counterpart with the rise of long *ō as a 
result of various accent retractions. In Kajkavian and Slovak, *o that received 
the accent as a result of the accent retraction from a weak final or internal jer 
or as a result of Stang’s law was lengthened. The evidence that the primary 
reflex in Slovak was a long vowel and not a diphthong is provided by the gen.
pl., where we find a diphthong if the root-vowel was *o, but a long vowel in 
roots containing *a, *i etc. Also cf. Central Slovak dobruo < *dobrō < *dobroje 
(Krajčovič 1971: 48, 78). In Kajkavian, the long vowel is preserved.
The new long *ō eventually became the back counterpart of long *ě̄  in Slovak 
(but not of short *ě!) and was diphthongized. The same happened in Kajkavian 
(cf. Vermeer 1983: 454) and Slovene (cf. Rigler 2001: 19, Vermeer 1982: 99, 
102), but in Slovene long *ō occurred in a largely different set of forms. Slovene, 
like the rest of western South Slavic, lengthened *o in monosyllables with a 
circumflex tone (*bȏg, *nȏs, *bȏs). Further instances of long *ō arose as a result 
of the forward shift of the circumflex (*kolȏ, acc.sg. *sirȏtǫ, *bosȏ). The fact 
that Slovene has a short reflex of neoacute *o and *e in all cases except those 
that arose through the relatively early retraction of the accent from final jers 
may be connected with the rise of long *ō in other environments.
The diphthongization of short neoacute *e and *o in some Slovene dialects 
(e.g. Lower Carniolan, Styrian) is a relatively recent development that took 
place after brata-lengthening and cannot be connected directly to diphthongal 
reflexes elsewhere in Slavic. In Lower Carniolan, the diphthongization did not 
affect *e and *o that had not been lengthened, but it did affect neoacute *o 
that did not arise through accent retraction, e.g. Ribnica krȍp, gen.sg. krópa 
‘boiling water’ (Rigler 2001: 175) < *(vъ?)kròpъ, *(vъ?)kròpa. It also affected 
neocircumflex *ȏ. In Styrian, the diphthongization also affected originally 
short stressed *ě, which had merged with short *e before brata-lengthening, 
e.g. Upper Savinja zȋẹle < *-è-, sȋẹme < *-ě̀ -.
7 Conclusion
Originally short *e and *o were lengthened as a result of the common Slavic 
retraction of the accent from a word-final jer and as a result of a number of 
later, dialectal Slavic lengthenings of short rising vowels. These lengthenings 
 18 Kortlandt (personal communication, cf. also 2011: 250) adduces the western Slovene 
dialect of Drežnica, which has a distinction between the rising diphthongs iẹ and iȩ, as 
evidence for a diphthongal reflex of neoacute *e that arose as a result of Stang’s law. 
Kortlandt’s interpretation of the Drežnica dialect is based on the unpublished field data 
collected by Logar and presented in tabular form by Greenberg (2000: 171). Greenberg’s 
overview of the vowel system suggests that neither diphthong is in fact the reflex of 
neoacute *e, which is instead continued by a monophthong ȩ.
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sometimes affected only *o, sometimes both *e and *o and sometimes all 
short rising vowels. New long *ō and *ē were subsequently diphthongized in 
most Slavic dialects. These diphthongizations must be viewed as independent 
innovations of the dialects in question, although the structural motivation for 
the diphthongizations was often identical.
APPENDIX: NEOACUTE *O AND *E IN NORTHERN SLOVENE DIALECTS
The following is an overview of the reflexes of neoacute *o and *e in the 
northern dialects of Slovene that (partly) distinguish neoacute *o and *e from 
long *ē and *ō. For most dialects a distinction is made between long and short 
reflexes. For an overview of the develoment of the relevant vowel systems I 
refer to Greenberg 2000: 167ff.19
Pannonian
Porabje (Mukič 2005): long domåu, pečén, rébra (cf. sg. rèbro), kåula/kåule, 
kåuža, acc. kåužo, pód kåužov, s kåužev, njègvi kåuži, nåuvi, sédmi, åusmi, 
pérdje, short prósi, tóčin, gónin, mój, tvój, svój, móren, mèčen, škóda, tèšen, 
dóber, móker, žènski, kónjski, sèden, ósen, sobóta, potóka, “volja” vóla, žídane 
volé, dóbre våule, acc. volåu, za mójga/tvójga vólo, po våuli, pr våuli, nevóla, 
nevólo, po nevóli.
(Števanovci/Apátistvánfalva, Hungary, Zorko 1998: 101ff., 2009: 286ff.): long 
doˈmaː, zoˈvẹːn, žaˈnẹːn, ̍aːsmi, naːi, short ̍ nieso, (cf. ̍ niesla), ̍ pieko, ̍ žienska, 
ˈnuosim, ˈnuoša, ˈvuola, pˈruosim, ˈduobar, ˈduobri, ˈmuoj, ˈtvuoj, ˈuosan, ˈsieden.
Prekmurje (Pavel’s 2013 normative Prekmurje grammar): long domô, gen.
pl. lônec, neszém, treszém, paszém, zsivém, long nom.acc.pl.n. plécsa, bédra, 
péra, kôla, kôpita, kôlina, szêdmi, ôszmi, veszéli, short gen.sg. jelena, zsenszka, 
nebeszki, svoj, ins.sg. perjem, oszter, moker, dober, szedem, oszem, reko, teko, 
neszo, morem, hodim, noszim, gonim, orjem, posztelem, polem, kolem, “volja” 
vola, zavolo toga, but po vôli/ povôli.
Northern Prekmurje (Cankova, Zorko 2003): ˈzeldže, ˈnọsi, pˈrọsi, ˈpeko (but cf. 
ˈpekli), poˈvoːli(k), ˈdọber, peˈčẹːn, peˈčẹːš etc. (ˈmọj after ˈmọja, ˈmọjega etc.), 
Greenberg 1993: zˈɛlǯɛ (pages 468 and 474)/zˈeːlǯɛ (page 473), nɛsˈeː etc., k ˈoužå,
 19 I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Marko Jesenšek, who kindly provided me 
with much of the dialect literature from which forms are cited here.
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(Martinje, Greenberg 1993): long bʌrˈɛim, pid’ˈɛiš < *pьješь, k ˈaožʌ, gen.pl. 
k ˈaos, ˈaotʌvʌ, short zˈiɛldˈʌ, pˈiɛrdˈɛ, jʌlˈiɛna, pˈiɛlʌm, pərnˈiɛsɔ, mˈuɔrʌš, prˈuɔsi, 
ˈuɔdi < *xodi.
(Žetinci/Sichelsdorf, Austria, Zorko 1998: 87ff.): long ˈkọːuža, short ˈnọsin, 
ˈnọša, pˈrọsin, šˈkọda, ˈvọla, ˈmọga, ˈnesa, ˈpeka, ˈzelje, ˈženska, ˈseden.
Central Prekmurje (Polana, Greenberg 1993): long grˈouzdjä, nˈoug, na k ˈoulänä, 
näsˈie, cvät ˈie, živˈie, short mˈälä, pˈälä, sˈädän, sˈädmi, mˈorämo, nˈosimo, vˈozi.
Southern Prekmurje (Turnišče & Žižki, Zorko 2006: 99f.): long ˈnesiːen, ˈzebiːe, 
short ˈnọsin, pˈrọsin, šˈkọda, ˈzelje, ˈnesu.
North-western Prlekija (Rajh 2010): long ˈkọ̇ːža, gen.sg. ˈkọ̇ːže, ˈrẹːbra (sg. 
ˈrebro/a), ˈọ̇ːkna, ˈọ̇ːken (sg. ˈọkno/a), ˈkọ̇ːla, ˈkọ̇ːrita, ˈkọ̇ːpita, ˈkọ̇ːlna, ˈkọ̇ːlen (sg. 
kọˈlėṇo/a), ̍ ọ̇ːsmi, ̍pẹːrje, gˈrọ̇ːzdje, short ̍xọdin, ̍nọsin, ̍ọsen, ̍ žėṇin, ̍ nesa, ̍ tešen, 
ˈdọber, ˈmọker, ˈtọpel, zˈnọšeni, razˈlọžin, razˈlọženi, “volja” ˈvọla, gen. ˈvọ̇ːle, 
dat.loc. ˈvọ̇ːli, acc. ˈvọlo, ins. ˈvọloi̯.
(Cerkvenjak, Rajh 2002: 11ff.): ˈdọber, ˈmọker, ˈọster, ˈtọpel, ˈvọla, ˈtọga ˈvọlọ, 
but ˈdọbre ˈvọ̇ːle, ˈnesa (but cf. ˈnesla).
(Biserjane, Zorko 2009: 254ff.): long s ˈkọːn, ˈmọːj, t ˈvọːj, sˈvọːj, short pot ˈkọžoj, 
ˈzelje, ˈxọdin, ˈnọsin, pˈrọsi, k ˈmet, ˈnesa, poˈtọka, teˈlesa, jeˈlẹna (with raising 
before *n), ˈmọreš, ˈkọla (cf. ˈnọːč, bˈrẹza, ˈkoza, ˈsestra).
Southern Prlekija (Šafarski, Zorko 2006: 100f.): mọːj, ˈžẹnska, ˈpẹrje, pˈrọsin, 
šˈkọda (ˈreko < *reklъ after *ˈrekla because of its vocalism).
Eastern Haloze (Zorko 1998: 14ff., 2006: 103): ˈnọsin/m, pˈrọsin/m, ˈvọla, ˈnọša, 
ˈxọja, ˈdọbr̥, ˈzelje, k ˈmeta, ˈženska, ˈženix (cf. ˈboːk, secondary ˈmuj)
(Videm pri Ptuju, Zorko 2009: 225ff.) ˈkoula (gen.sg. koˈlẹː), ˈvọla, ˈhọdin, ˈọsen, 
acc.sg. ˈmọtiko, ˈrọbača, k ˈjeden (secondary ˈmuj, ˈtvuj, ˈsvuj, doˈmu).
Western Haloze (Žetale, Zorko 1998: 25ff.), with brata-lengthening: ˈnuːosim, 
ˈmuːolim, pˈruːosim, ̍xuːodim, ̍ nuːoša, ̍ vuːola, ̍xuːoja, šˈkuːoda, ̍duːobr̥, ̍ muːokr̥, 
ˈnaːvi (cf. ˈkuːoš, ˈkuːoza, ˈbaːk), secondary ˈmuːoj, neoacute *e merged with 
the reflex of *ē: ˈpẹːč like ˈnẹːso, ˈpẹːko, ˈrẹːko, ˈsẹːdn̥, ˈzẹːle, ˈžẹːnska, ˈžẹːnix (but 
ˈčälo, ˈräkla with retraction of the accent from the final syllable).
(Zgornja Sveča, Zorko 2009: 197ff.) ˈnuːọsim, pˈruːọsim, šˈkuːọda, ˈvọːla, ˈxọːja 
(cf. ˈkuːọza, ˈnọːč).
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Slovenske Gorice (Koletnik 2001). The eastern part of the dialect did not un-
dergo brata-lengthening. Accordingly, we find short reflexes in ˈxọdin, ˈnọsin, 
pˈrọsin, ˈmọlin, ˈvọla, neˈvọla, zaˈvọlo, ˈọsen, ˈkọple, ˈkọleš, ˈọlje, ˈọsmi̥, ˈmọga, 
soˈbọta, šˈkọda, ˈmelen, ˈnesa, odˈnesa, ˈreka, ˈpeka, ˈzelje, ˈženska, ˈmeče, ˈseden, 
but long ˈkoːža, gˈroːždje. Like most of Pannonian, ˈmọj, ˈtvọj have a second-
ary short vowel. The western part of the dialect underwent brata-lengthening: 
ˈnuːọsin, šˈkuːọda, ˈuːọsn̥, šˈkuːọrja, ˈvuːọla, ˈxuːọja, ˈduːọber (cf. k ˈruːọp, ˈpuːọt), 
but ˈkoːža (cf. ˈnoːs); ˈmieːlen, ˈsieːdn̥ ˈzieːlje (cf. k ˈmieːt, ˈmieːša, sˈnieːxa). The 
m.sg. form of the participle has a secondary neocircumflex in ˈpẹːka, ˈnẹːsa, 
ˈrẹːka (f.sg. ˈrekla etc.) < *nȇsl̥ , *pȇkl̥ , *rȇkl̥ , cf. gˈriːi̯zo (f.sg. gˈriːzla) < *grȋzl̥.
The dialects more to the west all took part in brata-lengthening. With regard to 
the reflexes of neoacute *o and *e, the northern dialects are of interest. Below, 
data from a number of those dialects are presented.
Styrian
In some Styrian dialects, short *o in monosyllables produced a diphthong that 
is identical to the reflex of *o that received the accent through retraction from 
a final syllable, i.e. ˈkuoš = ˈkuoza, k ˈmiet = ˈžiena.
Eastern Pohorje (Kopivnik, Zorko 2009: 140ff.) ˈhuːoja, ˈvuːola, ˈnuːosim, 
pˈruːosim, šˈkuːoda, ˈniːeso, ˈmiːečem, ˈsiːedn, ˈziːele, sˈpiːeko (cf. ˈkuːoš and the 
different reflexes in ˈbriːeza, daˈmuːu, ˈkuoːza, ˈžieːna, dreˈveːjsa, ˈleːjt, ˈpeːjč, 
ˈnoːuč).
(Fram, Zorko 1998: 126ff.): long ̍koža, short ̍xuːoja, ̍nuːosim, ̍vuːola, pˈruːosim, 
šˈkuːoda, poˈtuːoka, ˈniːeso, ˈriːeko, ˈziːele, ječˈmiːena.
Southern Pohorje (Oplotnica, Zorko 1998: 138ff.): long ˈkaža (cf. ˈbak ‘bog’), 
short ˈvuːla, ˈnuːsi̥m, ˈpruːsi̥m, ˈduːber, ˈxuːja, šˈkuːda, šˈkuːrja, ˈnuːret ‘vinograd’, 
pọˈtuːka, zˈluːženo, ˈriːkọ, ˈpiːkọ, ˈziːle, ječˈmiːna (cf. ˈpai̯č ‘peč’, ˈriẹkla ‘rekla’, 
ˈkuoš, k ˈmiet).
Sevnica-Krško (Zemljak 2001): ˈvuːọla, ˈxuːọja, ˈnuːọša, ˈnuːọsm̥, pˈruːọsm̥, 
gˈruːọjzje, šˈkuːọda, k ˈmiːẹta, ̍miːẹčem, ̍piːẹku, ̍ riːẹku, pərˈtiːẹku, ̍ ziːẹle, ̍ žiːẹnska 
(secondary ˈdoːbər, ˈpiːrje).
Upper Savinja (Luče, Rigler 2001: 217ff.): short xȗọdi, nȗọsi̥, gȗọni̥m, ȗọsəm, 
tȗọpu, ȗọle, zȋẹle, žȋẹni̥n, nȋẹsu, pȋẹku, sȋẹdəm (cf. pȇč, bȏk). Any *o that re-
ceived the stress through the forward shift of the acute or the retraction of 
the neocircumflex has the same timbre as neoacute *o: jagȗọda, bəkȗọi̯ca 
‘bukovica, bukev’, kukȗọi̯ca ‘kukovica, kukavica’, mȗọtka ‘motika’, ȗọtava 
‘otava’. The retractions of a short final syllable and from syllable with a long 
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falling accent (but not a neocircumflex) yielded different diphthongs: bga, 
vda, ni̯bə, ži̯na.
(Spodnje Kraše, Weiss 2001): ˈnėːsu, ˈpėːku, ˈzėːle̥ , ˈpėːrjə, ˈžėːne̥n, ˈnȯːse̥m, 
ˈxȯːde̥ , ˈdȯːbər, šˈkȯːda, šˈkȯːrja, ˈkȯːža, ˈxȯːja, ˈnȯːša, also cf. ˈvəla, jəˈgȯːda, 
ˈmȯːtka (cf. ˈnọːs, ˈpẹːč, ˈkoːza, ˈsi̯eːnə, ˈži̯eːna). The word ˈžẹːnske has a ‘long’ 
reflex which is probably due to a local innovation.
In the other Styrian dialects neoacute *o and *e with brata-lengthening merged 
with older long *ō and *ē.
Kozjansko-Bizeljsko (Lesično, Zorko 2009: 184ff.) ˈuːsn̥, ˈnuːsim, pˈruːsim, 
šˈkuːda, gˈruːjzdje, but ˈxọːja, ˈnọːša, ˈvọːja.
(Pišece, Zorko 2009: 187ff.): ̍ vuːla, ̍ nuːsim, pˈruːsn̥, but ̍xọːja, šˈkọːda, gˈrọːjzdje.
(Kapele, Zorko 2009: 190ff.): ˈnuːsn̥, pˈruːsn̥, šˈkuːda, ˈvuːla, but ˈxọːja, ˈnọːša.
(Mostec, Toporišič 1962): long damȗ, sinȗf, nȗk, nȗsi, mȗli, sẹ̑la, mẹ̑lem, jelẹ̑na, 
rẹ̑ku < *-ó-, *-é-, vula, kuža < *-ȏ-.
Central Styrian (Šmarje pri Jelšah, Povše 1988): dumáv, utráuk, utráucmi, 
dáubar, máuj, áusn̥, háudim, gáunim, váuzim, káuplem, máurem, máugu, sáidn̥, 
te tráik(i), ráik(u), dráimlem, putáiplem, ječmáina, jeláina (cf. ukáu, ráič, kmit, 
škuf, žina, nuga).
(Žahenberc, Zorko 2009: 202): long ˈxaːja, ˈnaːsim, pˈraːsim, short ˈnuːoša 
(cf. meˈsaː, ˈkuoːza).
Carinthian
In most of Carinthian except the Gailtal dialect, neoacute *o and *e and acute *ě 
have twofold reflexes depending on the following sounds (see section 5 above).
Kozjak (Kapla, Zorko 1998: 194ff.): ̍nọːsim, pˈrọːsim, ̍vọːzim, ̍no̭oːšen, pˈro̭oːšen, 
zˈvo̭oːžen, ̍mẹːlem, ̍kọːlem, ̍pọːlem, ̍nḙeːso (cf. ̍nḙeːswa, ̍nesli), ̍ rḙeːko (ˈrḙeːkwa, 
ˈrekli), ˈpḙeːko, (ˈpḙeːkwa, ˈpekli), but secondary ˈmuːərm.
Northern Pohorje-Remšnik (Remšnik, Zorko 2009: 83ff.) ˈvọːla, bˈrọːdim, 
ˈgọːnim, ˈnọːsim, ˈxọːdim, ˈlọːmim, ˈmọːdlim, pˈrọːsim, ˈtọːčim, ˈžẹːnim se, ˈsẹːdom, 
sˈtẹːla, pọgˈrẹːba, t ˈrẹːtki̥, sərˈšẹːna, ˈtẹːše, ˈpẹːlem se, kleˈpẹːče, ọˈtẹːpa, but 
ˈne̯eːsọ, ˈpe̯eːkọ, ˈre̯eːkọ, ˈte̯eːpọ, ˈko̯oːža, ˈmo̯oːkər, ˈdo̯oːbər, ˈxo̯oːja, ˈno̯oːša, 
pọˈko̯oːšen, pọˈto̯oːka, pọˈdo̯oːbn̥, ˈpro̯oːšen, sˈxo̯oːjen, šˈko̯oːda, zˈlo̯oːmen (cf. 
nẹˈdẹːla, kọˈle̯eːna < *-ě̀ -, ˈnuːək, ˈšiːəst, ˈse̯eːstra).
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Mežica (Strojna, Zorko 2009: 31ff.) ˈzẹːle, ˈxọːje, ˈnọːše, ˈvọːle, ˈžẹːni sa, pˈrọːsim, 
ˈnọːsim, ˈxọːdim, ˈsẹːdn̥, ˈnẹːsu, ˈrẹːku, but ˈdo̯oːri < *dòbri.
Podjuna (Pernice, Zorko 1988): ˈzẹːle, ˈsẹːdom, but ˈneeːso (ˈneeːsla, -o, -e but 
ˈnesli), ˈpeeːko, ječˈmeeːna; ˈnọːsim, pˈrọːsim, but ˈxooːja, ˈmooːker, šˈkooːda.
(Ojstrica, Zorko 1991, 1998: 190ff.): ˈwọːla, ˈxọːja, ˈnọːša/ ˈno̭oːša, ˈnọːsim, 
ˈmọːdlim, ˈọːsom, but ˈko̭oːža, šˈko̭oːda; ˈmẹːlem, ˈzẹːle, ˈžẹːnska, ˈžẹːnin, leˈmẹːža, 
but ˈmḙeːčem, ˈdḙeːsn̥, ˈnḙeːso (ˈnḙeːswa, ˈnesli), ˈpḙeːko (ˈpḙeːkwa, ˈpekli), ˈrḙeːko 
(ˈrḙeːkwa/ˈrekwa, ˈrekli).
(Rinkolach/Rinkole, Zdovc 1972: 92), with tonal opposition: gen.pl. núəx, kža, 
mrš, mre, səbta, škda, pri̯e, nsu, pku, tku, with a closed vowel hja, 
la, grzdi̯e, snpi̯e, kzi̯a, ta na, hdi, prsi, nsi, puhi̯en, napršen, 
utrška, dbr, mkr, tpu, kna, zle, sdm̥, sdmi, cf. also toa, but grada, 
mtəka, hdua, prsua with a retracted neocircumflex (cf. mái̯a si̯ástra, 
gen.sg. stògə < *stogȃ). Younger speakers of the dialect have a change *ȩ > ẹ 
before a nasal: i̯ačmna, i̯alna (ibidem: 96).
Ebriach/Obir (Karničar 1990), with tonal opposition: nóːx, utróːq, móːhu, qóːjsq, 
utróːšq, žéːjsq, zéːlɛ, qóːzi, wóːla, xóːja, qóːlɛm, móəːrɛ, póəːšlɛm, qóəːža, téəːšɛm, 
méəːčɛm, méːlɛm, nóːsəm, xóːdəm, réəːqu, néəːsu, dóːbər, móːqər, səbóəːta, 
škóəːda, wóəːtawa, puhréːba, jɛčméːna, jɛléːna, séəːdəm ‘seventh’, séːdəm 
‘seven’ (cf. bòːx, lèːd).
Rož (Grafenbach/Kneža, Logar 1996: 292ff.), with tonal opposition: sːđm̥, ta 
trːtʔi, žːn(ə) sa, utʔlːne, neḁ́su, pumeḁ́đu, pleḁ́đu, teḁ́ʔu, seḁ́đm̥, pameḁ́na, 
(before ļ) zǿːl(ə), mǿːlm̥; nːsm̥, ːzə, ːsm̥, ːla, đːƀər, hrːzđi, ʔoḁ́ža, oḁ́smə, 
oḁ́ʔna, toḁ́pu, ʔoḁ́pl̥ , sʔoḁ́pan, cf. gen.pl. žíən, but žíənsʔa, pɛ́ri. Judging by the 
reflexes of acute *ě in non-final syllables, the situation is more complicated 
here, e.g. đɛ́ː(ə), meḁ́stə, pɛ́ːna/peḁ́na, urːha, đːčla. Cf. further, with stress 
retractions, ˈnẹƀə, ˈsastra, ˈzẹma. The latter show two different outcomes of 
pretonic *e, also dependent on the following sounds (ibidem: 296).
(Suetschach/Sveče, Feinig 1985), with tonal opposition: séːdəm, tréːtjə, jaléːna, 
žéːnəm sɛ, puhréːba, jačméːna, péːlam, méːč(l)am, qléːplam, téːšam, wóːla, xóːja, 
nóːša, sqóːrja, nóːsəm, wóːzəm, xóːdəm, póːšlam, qóːplam, hróːzdjə, but qɔ́ːža, 
nɛ́ːsu, pɛ́ːqu, tɛ́ːqu, rɛ́ːqu, cf. f.sg., m.du. raqwˈa, f.du., pl. raqlˈɛ, m.pl. raqlˈə. 
Twofold reflex of acute *ě in non-final syllables: čwéːqa, sɔseːdə, wréːšə/wréːxə, 
déːqla, but brɛ́ːza, mrɛ́ːža, dɛ́ːwɔ, lɛ́ːtɔ, qɔlɛ́ːnɔ, pulɛ́ːnɔ, mɛ́ːstɔ, cɛ́ːsta, smrɛ́ːqa, 
pɛ́ːna, strɛ́ːxa, nawɛ́ːsta. The examples are identical to those of Logar. Cf. also 
gen.pl. žˈɛːn, nom.sg. mˈɛːd ‘medica’ (gen.sg. jmɛ̀ːna (after nom.acc.sg. jmˈɛː?), 
but qɔlèːsa, wramèːna), as opposed to gen.pl. nˈuːx, qˈuːjń. Cf. also the limited 
data for nearby Frießnitz/Breznica (Rigler 2001: 279ff.): ʔːža, nːsəm, xːdjo, 
wːla, pːko, mːlam.
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Gailtal (Potschach, Pronk 2009), with tonal opposition and a single reflex for 
short neoacute *o and *e. Vowels in closed syllables were regularly shortened: 
mre, la, nša, kža, kple, ple, klple, dbr, tpu, nəbse, pətka, žnšči, 
səbta, nsu, tku, rku, nsn, hdn, gnən, definite forms with a neocircum-
flex: nbi, but zəlȋəni, bəsȗəči, secondary kúəzji. Long reflexes: múəj, núəg, 
gúər.
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ZGODNJESLOVANSKA KRATKA IN DOLGA O IN E
Prvotno kratka vokala *o in *e sta bila podaljšana kot rezultat skupnega slovanskega 
naglasnega umika s končnega jera in kot rezultat številnih kasnejših narečnih slovan-
skih podaljšav kratkih rastočih vokalov. Te podaljšave so včasih vplivale le na vokal 
*o, včasih na vokala *e in *o in včasih na vse kratke rastoče vokale. Nova dolga vokala 
*ō in *ē sta bila kasneje v večini slovanskih narečij diftongizirana. Ta pojav je sicer 
treba obravnavati kot neodvisne narečne inovacije, četudi je bila strukturna motivacija 
za diftongizacijo pogosto identična.
Prispevku je dodan izčrpen pregled novoakutiranih refleksov *o in *e v severnih slo-
venskih narečjih.
